
Donate to help immediately, not eventually.



PressFWD 
Vision

To work on projects in the moment.  Non-profits typically collect funds to work on 

projects in the future while saving the money you donate in the interim to pay 

employees and create larger funding opportunities.  We fund projects are turnkey 

and direct, so you can help immediately, and not eventually.



PressFWD a goal 
that started as a 
dream.

In a town where challenges cast long shadows, four friends united 
by their own struggles discovered a common dream. One had tasted 
homelessness, another sports limitations beyond school, a third 
battled artistic aspirations amidst financial constraints, and the fourth 
fought against a digital world that threatened their small business.

In their shared adversity, they found a purpose. They envisioned a 
world where no one would face the isolation they once knew. Their 
dream gave birth to PRESSFWD, a charity rising from their collective 
spirit.

PRESSFWD's mission? To transform trials into triumphs. They pooled 
their strength to raise funds, offering grants for the homeless, 
empowering athletes beyond classrooms, aiding artists in 
showcasing their talents, and bolstering small businesses in the face 
of the digital era.

Through PRESSFWD, they transformed their struggles into a force 
for good, proving that unity and compassion can rewrite the stories 
of countless lives. And so, their dream became a legacy of 
empowerment, lighting a path for others to press forward against 
life's storms.



PressFWD is an independent, grant & 
award-winning non-profit, inspiring 

breakthroughs in education, sports, and 
entrepreneurship.

25K31k 14K
Raised Since 2020 Given to Causes Volunteer Hours Created



PressFWD Focus Areas

Education
We believe in providing access to all 

forms of education whether you’re 

in college or under-collegiate.

02Sports
We believe in giving all kids the 

lifelong benefits of sport & physical 

activity.

01 Small Businesses
We believe in the opportunity to 

own your own business and thrive 

without being a corporation.
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Homelessness
We believe in humanity 

and providing 

opportunities for 

everyone regardless of 

their living situation.

05Arts & Culture

We believe in creative 

communication.  Art is a pure form 

of expression, and we aid 

communities that highlight it.
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Continue to 
PressFWD
Whether we are volunteering hours to various community causes, 

providing scholarships for education, creating grassroot campaigns 

for minorities and small businesses, we continue to PressFWD in all 

capacities. 

When you partner with PressFWD you partner with change.  We do 

not just focus on one area of worldly struggle, we impact things in 

present moment, and provide aid to trending causes and growth 

opportunities. 

The world is changing, so how we giveback needs to change too!

Donate to help immediately, not eventually.

https://pressfwd.org/


Contact

100% Remote Volunteers.

hello@pressfwd.org



PressFWD Website

Head to our website to see our mission, 

values, initiatives, and how you can 

help in more ways than one!

HEAD ONLINE



Thank You
TOGETHER WE CAN


